KEEPING YOUR MEMORIES ALIVE!
WITH GRADUOR CLASS RINGS
grau dor
 class rings,
 a question
 of pride

Achievement. Pride. Memories! Each Graduor Class ring makes a powerful statement about the person who wears one. A Class ring is a symbol of memories and a reflection of accomplishments. Your Graduor ring will be as individual as you are because each ring has been individually designed by you. Graduor School rings... keeping your memories alive!

THE CLASS RING TRADITION
For generations, students have celebrated their school experiences and preserved their important memories with a class ring. Capturing them in a piece of fine jewelry is quite an achievement.

LIFETIME WARRANTY
That’s why we offer hundreds of ways to make your ring unique. This is why we craft each ring with special attention to detail, then back it with a LIFETIME WARRANTY. Each Graduor ring carries a LIFETIME WARRANTY on materials, gemstones and workmanship. Should it be defective in any way, at any time, we will repair or replace it immediately.

EXTENDED PROTECTION PLAN (Optional)
This extended protection can be added at the time of purchase of your class ring (for a nominal fee). This agreement is an extension of Graduor’s regular warranty and shall be effective for a period of three years after graduation. Graduor will agree to replace your class ring in case of accidental loss, loss caused by fire, loss by theft or larceny, severe accidental damage. (A replacement charge will apply).
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A ring from our Medieval collection makes for a discerning choice. With its sober style and elegance, it can be worn for all occasions. Your school name can be inscribed around the stone.
With this collection, we can engrave your school initials, your name or graduation year.
Stones available in a rainbow of colours! See page 7

### Stones Sizes and Availability

- **3083 7.5 mm**
- **3086 4.0 mm**
- **3090 4.0 mm**
- **3091 4.0 mm**
- **3093 4.0 mm**
- **3096 4.0 mm**
- **3098 3.0 mm**
- **3102 4.0 mm**
- **3103 4.0 mm**
- **3106 4.0 mm**
- **3107 4.0 mm**
- **3108 5.5 mm**
- **3118 5.5 mm**
- **3133 4.0 mm**
- **3135 4.0 mm**
- **3160 5.5 mm**
- **3169 5.5 mm**
- **3172 5.5 mm**
- **3173 5.5 mm**
- **3178 5.5 mm**
- **3179 5.5 mm**
- **3180 5.5 mm**
- **3181 5.5 mm**
- **3182 5.5 mm**
- **3184 5.5 mm**

Available with 1 or 2 different stone colors

### Engraving

- **Models for Men**
- **Models for Ladies**
- **Models for Men and Ladies**

Engraving available in **BLOCK** or **Script**. Attention: Engraving in **BLOCK** is available only in uppercase without accents.

### New Block Lettering

Stones available in a rainbow of colours! See page 7
Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

Options for Imagine collection

**SYMBOLS**
- 3154: Maximum 28 letters
- 3156: Maximum 28 letters

**SPORTS**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**MASCOTS**
- 3150: Duralium and yellow gold. Choose 1 or 2 different stone colours
- 3152: White gold and yellow gold. Choose 1 or 2 different stone colours
- 3153: White gold and white gold. Choose 1 or 2 different stone colours

**ZODIACS**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**CHINESE SYMBOLS**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**OTHER CHOICES**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**POLISHED COMFORT-FIT INTERIOR**
**BRUSHED FINISH**
**CHOICE OF PERSONALIZED OPTIONS ON BOTH SIDES**
**SINGLE OR DOUBLE LETTERING**

**Imagery**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**Collection**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**5.5 mm**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**7.5 mm**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**2 Stackable Ring Sets**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**Engraving available in BLOCK or Script - 25 characters maximum**

**Model for ladies**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.

**Model for men and ladies**
- Express yourself with a comfort-fit ring. The choice is yours.
The choice is yours! Express yourself with a ring from our collection. You can personalize your ring with a lot of options.
You can choose two Ultimate Collection side designs or mix and match one original DeSigner side/unique option. An Extra Personal Statement. Your name or your initials are engraved inside.

As individual as you are, your ultimate collection ring will stand out in the crowd.

Team player, yes! Generic participant, no way! It’s your individual accomplishments that set you apart. So, choose a class ring that tells the whole story. Tell the world that you are not just a member of the band, you play Trombone! With totally personalized options, you can create a ring that proudly symbolizes your individuality and lets the world know who you are. The Ultimate Collection ring, your world expressed.

Options for Ultimate collection

- Choose year or number (max. 2 numbers).
- Stones: Your choices are almost limitless
- Shield: Proudly display your graduation year date or jersey number – choose from 00-99
- Side Design: With coordinating ribbon further personalize your ring by choosing your sports position, activity, or religious symbol
- Personal Space: Unlimited possibilities with one or two lines of personalization will make your ring yours and yours alone – first and last name, year dates, mascot name, club name or activity, achievement level (i.e., All-State Team, Co-Captain, President)
- Extra Personal Statement: Your name or your initials are engraved inside.
- Model for Men and Ladies

- Collection: Your choice of Style and Stone
- School Name: Include your school name or school crest. Contact your school crest. Contact Crests and Custom Designs.
- Personal Space: Coordinate your ring with your school crest. Request for school crest.
- Side Design: Additional optional side designs to personalize your ring with your crest and/or your school name. Request your crest.
- Side Design: With coordinating ribbon further personalize your ring by choosing your sports position, activity, or religious symbol.

Sify 1008
ULTIMATE COLLECTION

1007
ULTIMATE COLLECTION

1006
ULTIMATE COLLECTION

Model for men and ladies

Model for men

Model for ladies

Model for men and ladies

NOTE: *Choose year or number (max. 2 numbers).
DESIGNER (SMOOTH) Fireburst Stones (FACETTED) Simulated Birthstones

From freshmen pride to senior status, get the ring that says it all.

PERSONAL SPACE OPTION Customize your ring with a special message or your first and last name (excluding Pets & Minors).

PERSONALIZED SPORTS INFO Get even more personal and add your sports position or title to your ring. This personalization comes in a variety of styles, at no extra charge.

With side options that include your mascot or personal expressions and activities like sports, careers, national flags, even your Zodiac sign, the Designer Series gives you a ring that is as individual as you are.

Options for Designer collection

NOTE: "Choose year or number (max. 3 numbers)."
See our achievements on www.graduor.com sport division.
Make a declaration of individuality with the cool sophistication of a retro classic.

Our Crestline Series updates vintage-inspired styles with today’s most popular metals. Offering a wide variety of side design options, expressing yourself is as easy as 1-2-3. Side One features your favourite activity and your first name, while Side Two displays a symbol of your special interest, your mascot name and your school colours. The top of the ring proudly displays your school letter crest and your graduation year.

The Crestline Series, for those who are distinctively different and proud of it.

Choose your favourite colour to enhance the beauty of your ring!

STONES - your choice of smooth top fireburst stone
GRADUATION YEAR - shown prominently
SCHOOL LETTER CREST ONLY - single or double letters
COLOURS - top of ring is either two-tone or solid metal
NAME - carefully hand-engraved into metal
AN EXTRA PERSONAL STATEMENT - your rings or your initials are engraved inside
COLORS - displays your school colours with pride
SCHOOL LETTER CREST ONLY - single or double letters
GRADUATION YEAR - shown prominently
STONES - your choice of 16 smooth top fireburst stones

Explore your options: Crestline Series offers a wide variety of metal combinations, top options, school crest options, designs, and more. Order now to keep your memories alive forever!
### ORDER GUIDE

**YOU DESIGN IT, WE’LL MAKE IT!**

**JUST FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE STEPS TO DECIDE ON THE RING THAT IS MOST YOU: YOUR SCHOOL – YOUR SPECIALTY – YOUR YEAR.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1ST SIDE OR ACTIVITY</th>
<th>2ND SIDE OR ACTIVITY</th>
<th>FINGER SIZE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSE your ring style</td>
<td>CHOOSE your metal</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSE your stone</td>
<td>CHOOSE your stone feature</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSE the options available for your ring style</td>
<td>CHOOSE your inside engraving</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSE your metal</td>
<td>CHOOSE your stones</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSE your inside engraving</td>
<td>CHOOSE your outside engraving</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DON’T FORGET YOUR DEPOSIT**

Make your deposit ready on ring day – the Graduor representative will take your finger size. That’s all!

**Extended Protection Plan**

Graduor will agree to replace your ring. This agreement is an extension of Graduor’s regular warranty and shall be effective for a period of three years after the graduation. This agreement covers the original ring only and not replaced stones. (A replacement charge will apply.)

**METAL OPTIONS**

- **DURALIUM**: Stainless Steel
- **Hypallergenic metal**: Guaranteed against tarnishing
- **Colour**: white
- **Sustainability**: excellent

**DIAMOND OPTION**

- **Choice of replacing your synthetic stones by real diamonds!**

**YOUR ENGRAVING**

Choose your interior engraving by writing your personal message (maximum 12 spaces, letters and numbers only).

**IMPORTANT**

Can tarnish depending on the metabolism of each individual.
Graduor is committed to providing products that have a minimal impact on our environment and do not take advantage of our fellow global citizens. From the paper we print on to the stones and metals we use to craft your ring, we have taken action to ensure that we are a manufacturer of products you can personally be proud of owning. Here are several areas where we have made specific commitments:

No dirty gold
Graduor endorses No Dirty Gold’s Golden Rules and calls on the mining industry to extract and manufacture gold under higher social, human rights and environmental standards. For more information about this movement, please visit www.nodirtygold.org.

No blood diamonds
The United Nations passed a resolution called the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme that is designed to certify the origins of diamonds and to ensure the stones are not “conflict” or “blood” diamonds. It is Graduor’s commitment to you that the diamonds used in our products are conflict free, based on written guarantees provided by our diamond supplier.

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified
Graduor is proud to print our High School Class Ring Catalog entirely on Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Certified Paper. FSC certification ensures that the paper used to make this catalog contains fiber from well-managed and responsibly harvested forests that meet strict environmental and socioeconomic standards.

Environmentally friendly simulated birthstones
Our simulated birthstones are all lab created stones, with many sharing the same chemical properties as genuine stones. With the exception of diamonds, our stones are not mined and, as a result, are significantly more eco-friendly.